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OCF Module Certification: Reducing Device Cost and Time to Market

Posted on: September 30, 2019
Today, everyone must go through arduous certification and testing programs to create certifiable platforms that are both secure and contain working code. To address this complicated process, the OCF certification program continues to evolve and improve. One of the ways in which it continues to grow involves the testing and certification of modules for inclusion in devices whether they are a server or client. An OCF-capable module is not a complete end-product. However, it is designed to meet all the OCF certification requirements and functionality that can be included as part of an end-product. In this case, the modules we are referring to are sensors and actuators. As a result, the OCF recently began the process of certifying sensors and actuators to address the market demand for lower cost devices in the network.

… [Read More]


Filed Under: Blog 
OCF Secure IP Device Framework: Standing on the Four Legs of Secure and Interoperable IoT

Posted on: March 31, 2021
 

Security and interoperability are cornerstones of the OCF Secure IP Device Framework, which offers a standardized solution to ensure interoperable, reliable, and secure IoT connectivity. To create a genuine smart home or smart building environment, a secure and interoperable IoT is crucial, because devices must interoperate together securely, regardless of vendors, network types, or ecosystems. End users of standardized IoT devices benefit because their data is secure and their products seamlessly communicate with one another, while manufacturers benefit from consumer confidence that devices will interoperate securely. OCF technology is bringing us one step closer to achieving a truly secure and interoperable IoT – and with OCF Certified devices already on the market, OCF has proven to be a mature technology supported by some of the largest technology companies in the world.

In a recent white paper, we outlined “the four legs of secure interoperable IoT” and how the OCF Secure IP Device Framework offers best-in-class security using the latest technologies and proven standards. Read on to learn how OCF provides a holistic IoT solution with the four legs – specification, certification, implementation, and cloud innovation – together with a security-first approach.

… [Read More]


Filed Under: Blog Tagged With: iotivity, OCF Core Framework, OCF Developer Program, OCF UCI, OCF Universal Cloud Interface, Security
The Open Connectivity Foundation Introduces World’s First International Standard for Smart Home; Will Demonstrate New OCF Universal Cloud Interface-based Smart Home Solutions at CES 2020

Posted on: January 2, 2020
BSC Computer GmbH, COMMAX, Haier, LG Electronics, Resideo, Samsung Electronics and SURE Universal to demonstrate a fully capable smart home experience, innovating toward secure IoT interoperability today

Beaverton, OR – January 2, 2020 – The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), a leading Internet of Things (IoT) standards body, today announced that products from BSC Computer GmbH, COMMAX, Haier, LG Electronics, Resideo, Samsung Electronics and SURE Universal will be showcased in completely interoperable smart home demonstrations at the OCF IoT Breakthrough press event at the Barrymore Restaurant in Las Vegas on January 6, 2020, from 3–6 p.m. PST. These devices will complete OCF 2.1 certification in 2020, ensuring robust and secure connectivity between devices. Many of these and other industry-leading OCF member companies will be commercially launching products based on the OCF specification in 2020…. [Read More]


Filed Under: Announcements 
OCF Members Certify First Universal Cloud Interface (UCI) Platforms

Posted on: October 26, 2020
 Haier Group certifies new Cloud-to-Cloud solution, expands OCF ecosystem

Beaverton, OR – October 27, 2020 – Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), a leading Internet of Things (IoT) standards body, today announced one of the first OCF Universal Cloud Interface (UCI) platforms has been certified as part of its Cloud-to-Cloud (C2C) certification program. The OCF UCI C2C certification program, announced in July 2020, represents the first initiative of its kind in the IoT industry.

Haier Group, a world’s leading provider of IoT ecosystem solutions, certified its Haier Cloud one month after OCF launched the UCI certification program. Additional information on the certified Haier Cloud can be found on the OCF certified product registry.

“Cloud-to-Cloud connectivity is key to achieving interoperability within the IoT. The launch of the OCF UCI reduces the complexity of implementing C2C, which greatly accelerates its overall adoption,” said Guohuo Chen, General Manager, Qingdao Haier Technology Co., Ltd. “The Haier IoT Ecosystem has provided exceptional multi-scenario and customized smart home services for end users. The Haier Cloud receiving OCF UCI certification will further enhance the end user experience.”

The OCF UCI is an Application Programming Interface (API) that helps the IoT industry avoid implementing and maintaining numerous, simultaneously run, proprietary or custom programming interfaces. The OCF UCI is built using secure, industry standardized underlying technologies.

With the UCI publicly available, OCF is further simplifying C2C connectivity. Cloud solutions that implement the OCF UCI can communicate with each other instantly, meeting a variety of business requirements and saving on costly custom API investments.

To ensure compliance and interoperability of UCI-Certified Cloud platforms, OCF expanded its existing Device-to-Device (D2D) Certification Program to include UCI-Certified Clouds. The OCF certification programs provide robust, real world testing to help ensure that IoT products work securely together.

plgd Reference Implementation Now Available 

 Until today, there has not been a complete IoT protocol standard built on top of IP. A complete protocol standard supports all communication possibilities between the device and cloud, which is required not only by end-users, but by various industries as well. To address this, OCF has also developed the open source reference implementation of UCI – plgd (pronounced plugged) which is also available via the OCF GitHub.

plgd is a cloud native reference implementation backed by an ISO ratified IoT standard allowing communication on the proximity network without connectivity to the internet, remote access to devices in public or closed network or controlled exchange of the data between multiple IoT Cloud providers. It also features an immutable audit trail, secure device provisioning using manufacturer certificates and end-to-end security using TLS 1.2 all without any vendor lock in and with full deployment freedom.

plgd provides a complete set of tools and services to manage devices at scale. Allowing for the processing of real-time device data and interconnection of devices and applications based on an interoperable standard. The time to interconnect, monitor and manage devices in a cloud native way is here, and finally standardized.

“With the OCF UCI, its expanding certification program and the new plgd reference implementation, the possibilities of how IoT platforms can be deployed are unlimited,” said John Park, executive director, OCF. “IoT platform vendor lock-in is now a thing of the past. The OCF UCI, together with plgd cloud reference implementation, provides an end-to-end solution fulfilling cross-platform and cross-domain secure IoT connectivity.”

The OCF Specification Release 2.2.0, including the OCF UCI, is available for public download on the OCF Specification Page. For more information on the OCF UCI, download the OCF Universal Cloud Interface White Paper. The plgd open source implementation of the OCF UCI is available on the OCF GitHub. OCF members interested in certifying their UCI implementation, can visit www.OpenConnectivity.org/certification.

About Open Connectivity Foundation

The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) is a standards organization that develops application-layer IoT protocols, based on the universally supported Internet Protocol (IP), using strong open standards. IoTivity is the open source reference implementation of the OCF specification. The OCF Core Framework describes device discovery, onboarding, security (and optionally, data models), for device-to-device, device-to-cloud and cloud-to-cloud connectivity. The OCF Core Framework can be used to carry the data models of other application-layer protocols. OCF is published as an ISO/IEC JTC1 specification, and there is a comprehensive certification program in place. Join our 500+ membership and learn more at OpenConnectivity.org.


Filed Under: Announcements 
OCF Announces Completion of Universal Cloud Interface; Launches Industry’s First Cloud-to-Cloud Certification Program

Posted on: July 28, 2020
OCF Specification Release 2.2.0 and Cloud-to-Cloud Certification Program Ensure Simplest Way to Build Deeper Integration within IoT Industry 

Beaverton, OR – July 28, 2020 – Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), a leading Internet of Things (IoT) standards body, today announced the completion of OCF Specification Release 2.2.0 and launch of the first ever Cloud-to-Cloud Certification Program. Specification Release 2.2.0 includes the OCF Universal Cloud Interface (UCI), the industry’s first solution to unify the IoT ecosystem through cloud-to-cloud connectivity.

… [Read More]
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